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Winner

Come join the fun on this fabulous 
adventure to find Marshmallow Island. 
This safari adventure blends multicultur-
al music themes and interactive 
audience participation. Instruments 
explored in this show include: African 
Djembe, Nigerian Talking Drums, South 
Indian Mridangam, Chinese Gongs, 
South American Guiro and Quica.

Crowds love this “Safari Dance Adventure” which takes them on a journey of 
movement and imagination. Children are invited on stage to dance and sing to their 
favorite popular tunes including “Move it, Move it”, “Who Let the Dogs Out”, “Olé 
Olé” and many more. Also featured are tracks from the Mystic Drumz Parents Choice 
Award Winning CD, “Zoodlebee Zoup”. Live instruments include African Djembe, 
Electronic Space Drum with laser controls and Chinese gong. Adding to the 
excitement are instrument prize giveaways and animal dance-off contests.

During this one-of-a-kind festival experience, 
Mystic Drumz circulates throughout the 
grounds creating a drum circle wherever they 
go. Equipped with a custom harness, your 
Mystic Drumz performer weaves his way 
through the crowds encouraging festival-goers 
to play on a assortment of drums and 
percussion instruments hanging from the harness. 
A unique interactive activity for all ages.

The Road to JelloTown continues the 
Family Fun Series with a trip through 
time. We discover the oldest drums on 
the planet and the latest instrument 
inventions. Instruments explored in this 
show include: Modern Drum Kit, 
Brazilian Berimbau, European Kettle 
Drums, Electronic Drum Triggers, 
Ancient Log Drums and Switzerland’s 
Hang Drum.

Laughter and learning come together as 
the audience embarks upon a musical 
voyage that introduces them to a 
cross-section of rhythms and sounds in the 
search for “The Button People”. Instru-
ments explored in this show include: 
Cuban Bongos and Congas, Japanese 
Giant Taiko Drums, European 
Xylophones, Shakers from around the 
globe and Spanish Castanets.

For schools, camps, libraries and special events contact Mystic Drumz 

Tel: 416.638.5949   Toll-free: 1.888.638.5949
info@mysticdrumz.com    www.mysticdrumz.com
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An Adventure in Farm Noises

Presents

For more information, contact Mystic Drumz Tel: 416.638.5949   Toll-free: 1.888.638.5949
info@mysticdrumz.com    www.mysticdrumz.com

This show will focus on Canadian farmland sounds and instruments.

The show will demonstrate sounds and instruments associated with farm life including cow bells, triangles, 
spoons, washboards, buckets and gourd made instruments.

The show features interactive farm animal dance contests throughout encouraging participants to get up 
and dance near the stage to win prizes.

Farmtastic Soundz Machine - this interactive instrument allows children and parents to have a chance to 
explore some rhythms and farm sounds together after show.


